
Grindleford Primary School
Full Governing Body Meeting

Wednesday 7th July 2021 6.45pm

Meeting open 6.45pm
Meeting held remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic

2381 Present
Leonie Boulton (Head Teacher)
Helen Fulson (Co opted)
Cynthia Nettell (LA)
Elizabeth Coe (co opted)
Carolyn Downes (Co opted)
Helen Illingworth (Parent) Joined at 6.52pm
Peter O’Brien (Co opted)
Neil Roden (Associate)
Richard Petts (Staff)
Beccy Ibbotson (Clerk)

Vicky Amos - guest
Laura Gascoyne - guest joined at 6.54pm

BIb introduced VAm to the existing governors and informed them that LGa was joining the
meeting but was on another call and would be joining us shortly.

VMo and LGa were joining the governing body from 2nd September as Parent Governors
following both HIl and HFu tending their resignations.

VAm introduced herself to the governors.  She has two children in school currently in year 2
and year 5.  The family lives in Grindleford.  She was a teacher in a senior school for 12 years.

BIb asked if any of the governors had any objections if VAm and LGa remained for the whole
meeting.  No objections were made.

2382 Apologies
Julia Fidler (Parent) - Work commitments
Christine Poulson (Associate) - Technical issues

2383 Declaration of interest in any agenda items for this meeting
No interest declared.



2384 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 9th June 2021 and matters arising

2373 (2361 2346 2332 2319 2305 2289 2275 2256 2245 2224 2219 2201 2187 2172) A ‘grab
file’ to be created for both the Head and Chair to be used in the event of an Ofsted visit –
Action ongoing

2376 ECo asked if she could visit school.  LBo confirmed that she was more than welcome
due to having been vaccinated.  Visit to be arranged - Actioned ECo visited 15/6/21

The Full Governing body accepted the minutes as a true record.

HIl joined the meeting at 6.52pm.

2385 Policy Review
No policies for review

Governors had a discussion about reducing the number of meetings in the following year to
6 meetings rather than the 9 meeting model we have worked this year.   Some concerns
were expressed about managing the policies in fewer meetings.  This matter will be
considered and finalised at the next meeting.

LGa joined the meeting at 6.54pm.

Governors commented that the format of the Safeguarding Portfolio detailing any new /
altered policies was very helpful to manage reviewing of the documents.  BIb to detail on the
agenda against policy reviews if the policies have changed etc - Action BIb

2386 Review Governor Body Membership

HFu confirmed that she is standing down at the end of this meeting.  This means there is a
vacancy for a co-opted governor and the chair position.

NRo expressed an interest in moving from an associate position into a co-opted position.
BIb and LBo confirmed that NRo had been very active supporting the school, attending
interviews and visiting the school to discuss the role.

NRo left the meeting and the governors had a discussion about the position.  A vote was
held and the governors unanimously voted in favour of NRo joining the board as a Co-opted
governor.  NRo was invited back to the meeting and informed of the decision.

BIb to inform governor support of the change - Action BIb



Governors had been thinking about the vacancies in the named areas.  ECo had expressed
an interest in SEND and literacy, NRo in safeguarding and anti bullying and LGa in school
captains.

The roles would be discussed and decided in the first meeting of the new year.

Governors expressed their thanks for all of HFu’s work as chair.  She has been very
supportive, informative and led the board in a professional manner.

Governors expressed their thanks to HIl.  She has been on the board as a parent governor for
many years and has been a great addition to the board.

Governors expressed their thanks to JFi who unfortunately was unable to be at the meeting
due to work commitments.

NRo expressed an interest in the Chair position. He is aware that he is new to the board but
was very committed to learn and take advice from others to perform to the best of his
ability.

BIb thanked NRo for his interest and asked if anyone else was interested in the role to inform
her before the first meeting of the new year.

HFu confirmed that she would be on hand to answer any questions and share the chair
training that she has recently completed.

2387 Finance Review
The finance documents were made available to the governors prior to the meeting.

The governors reviewed the document and discussed the figures.  BIb informed them that
we had no contribution figures in for future years so they were very conservative.

Governors questioned if the intake reception figure was correct.  HT confirmed they are
correct with 7 joining reception in September 2021.

It was agreed that the figures were looking good and better than expected.

Governors questioned why the intake figures were so low in future years.  HT confirmed this
is due to the intake figures only including siblings that we know are definitely joining.  Again,
this is the conservative estimate.

2388 Headteacher Report
The document was made available to the governors prior to the meeting.



A co-opted governor queried the totalling of pupil figures.
HT responded that the figures were split by gender.

In addition to the Head Teachers report an update letter has gone out today to parents.  This
reflects the changes following the latest government announcement.  Governors were
copied in.  See attached.

HT confirmed transition day is planned for Monday 19th July and Sports day on Tuesday
20th in the afternoon.

HT informed the governors that the SEND register has changed due to picking up new
children and they have had an effect on our scores.  The TA for Class 1 and SEN HLTA posts
have been appointed and all will be in place for a September start.

HT wanted to thank the governors for all their support over the last year.  Decisions have
been backed whilst appropriate challenges have been made.

2389 SIP Evaluation
The SIP document was made available to the governors prior to the meeting.

A co-opted governor questioned why maths is the weakest area.  Are there any particular
reasons?
HT responded that we now teach maths mastery which is a different method to what
children have been taught in the past.  We are seeing a lag in improvement due to children
having to adapt their style of learning and parental support being based on previous
teaching methods.

Governors questioned whether we need to get some actions set in place to address this
area.
HT explained that some maths areas weren’t covered due to lockdown 1.  The first thing
teachers did when the children returned was to highlight the areas missed and put in place
plans to bridge the gap between this year and next year

Governors questioned if we had to adopt or opted to teach maths mastery.  HT confirmed
that it is best practice to teach in this style hence why we have adopted the method.

RPe explained that it will be very hard to make up for the two terms that were missed.  We
can’t physically teach all the objectives.  Focus is being made on priority areas.
Unfortunately, there will be some areas that won’t be taught due to time restraints.  The
level of these areas will depend on the cohort and their ability.



Governors asked if the gaps are more obvious in maths.  HT confirmed that there are gaps in
all subjects.  Consolidation is needed on all subjects.  Missing two whole terms out of four
has a large impact which is evident in all schools.

HT confirmed that the main issue is writing.   The cluster schools are looking at a different
type of writing scheme.  This has been put to staff for input.  Looking at the report there are
children that are working at greater depth.  There are a lot of positives in the figures.

HT informed the governors that reception have been screened for phonics.  We have also
had a Speech and language specialist come in to work with some children.

Governors questioned if the lockdown has caused the impact on the writing.  HT replied that
this has always been an area that is featured on the SIP.  Although, two missed terms has
had a further detrimental effect.

Safeguarding section S175.  All completed.

2390 Tracking target summary / SEND
The SEND information was part of the Head Teacher report.

The Tracking and target summary data was made available to the governors before the
meeting.  RPe informed the governors that we have not had to report results for the last two
years due to the pandemic.  The data has been prepared for internal use and so that any
trends can be seen.

All the data has been linked into the SIP.

No further comments were made.

2391 Training update / Governors Visits
15/6/21 NRo collected paperwork and visited LBo to shortlist interview candidates.
15/6/21 CNe had a phone call with LBo to shortlist interview candidates.
15/6/21 ECo visit into school for a tour and to discuss named governor roles.
24/6/21 CNe and NRo interviews of Class 1 TA.
1/7/21  CNe visit into school to look at the class libraries (HIl sent her apologies) - report in
folder for governors to review.

Governors asked if any training courses were available over the school holiday.  BIb
responded that the training courses only ran in term time but she would check this is still the
case - Action BIb

2392 Safeguarding Update



S175 School Safeguarding Audit 2021 / 2022 - Assessment and Action Plan has been updated
and was made available to the governors before the meeting.  The governors reviewed and
agreed the document.

An email exchange was had by the governors regarding the wearing of PE kit into school
(document attached).  The decision was made by staff that changing for PE is an opportunity
to check for safeguarding issues i.e. strangely shaped bruises to the neglect issues within a
household of not having relevant clean kit etc.

No other safeguarding considerations for the governors at this meeting.

2393 What have we done for the children of Grindleford School at this meeting?
Governors have reviewed the library provision for all children in school
Completed a review of the assessment so we are ready to move forward in September
Welcomed the two new Parent Governors who join the board in September
Reviewed the finances to ensure we are financially viable
Welcomed a new co opted Governor onto the board
Agreed and reviewed the S175 safeguarding audit
Discussed plans for the last week of term, transition day and sports afternoon

LGa introduced herself to the existing governing body.  She currently has two children in
school.  They moved the children from a school in Sheffield and said it was the best decision
they could have made.  She expressed her thanks to the school and staff for all they have
done.  She is also a general visitor into school listening to Class 1 readers once a week.

2394 Date of the next meeting
Thursday 7th October 2021

Meeting closed at 7.41pm

Chair…………………………………………………………………………………

Date…………………………………………………………………………………


